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Introduction

 Multitasking:  
 Hallmark of modern life

 Mixed blessing

 Travel:
 Considered a “disutility” to be minimized

 Assume there’s a strong tendency to choose the 
fastest means

 Among the many types of multitasking, we 
are interested in what people do while 
traveling
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Content of the presentation

1. Conceptual typology of multitasking
(behavior)/ polychronicity (propensity)

2. Implications of travel-based MTing for 
modeling and policy

3. Description of data analysis effort in 
progress

Circella et al. (2012)

Some definitions and exclusions

 Multitasking (MTing): Doing more than one 
thing at a time (behavior)

 Polychronicity (PCity): The preference or 
liking for doing more than one thing at a time

 (Soft) exclusions:
 One activity fulfilling two functions (e.g. bicycling 

for exercise & transportation)

 Thinking while doing something else

 Involuntary physiological functions (breathing, 
circulating blood)
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A one-dimensional continuum?
 Yes, according to some scholars
 Defined by time before switching tasks

 Simultaneity (concurrent, overlaying) at one 
extreme (very short switch time)

 Monotasking at the other extreme (very long 
switch time)

 Switching (sequential) for moderate switch times

Figure due to Salvucci et al. (2009); also see Madjar & Oldham (2006); Hecht & Allen (2005)
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We propose a two-dimensional 
continuum

 Two fundamental dimensions
 Time (horizontal)

 Resources (vertical)

 Initially assume there are only two activities

 Initially assume “resources” are completely 
fungible

 Consider the smallest time interval of interest 
to be indivisible

Share of time 
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Basic building blocks

:  Activity A :  Activity B
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Four multitasking archetypes

Monotasking

Switching
(series)

Interleaving

Overlaying
(parallel)

Pure archetypes    “Real-life” examples
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Changing share of time devoted to 1st allocation

1st allocation

2nd allocation

share of time for 1st allocation

Changing share of time devoted to 1st allocation
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Changing disparity in allocation of 
resources to A between 1st and 2nd pd.

Morphing between the four types

(for first allocation of resources)
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 More generally, the allocation of resources is described 
by the continuous functions rA(t) and rB(t).

 Total amounts of resources allocated to A and B:

 RA =

 RB =

 with RA + RB = Rtot = 1

The resource dimension:  inputs
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Multiple resource domains
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Multiple resource domains

 Stage 
 (perception/cognition v. response)

 Code
 (spatial v. verbal)

 Modality 
 (visual v. auditory v. tactile…)

 Channel 
 (focal v. ambient)

 Mental v. physical

Wickens (2007, 2008) – Multiple Resource Theory; DiDomenico & Nussbaum (2008) – dual-task performance

Multiple resource domains
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 Total output associated with the execution of a generic 
activity A under conditions of monotasking:

 Total output of the activity A under conditions of 
multitasking will depend on the multitasking pattern:

 Efficiency of multitasking configuration for activity A:

The resource dimension: outputs

.)...,,,,|( etcnacRfO AA
mono
A 
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multi
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mono
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multi
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c = context; a = abilities; n = nature

Efficiency of multitasking

η > 1: high efficiency  
(positive interaction between activities) 

rA 

OA 

η = 1: no interaction between activities 
            (output is as high as if monotasking) 

η < 1: low efficiency  
(negative interference between activities) 

A

A

A
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The time dimension: the role of 
time granularity

The role of time granularity
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The role of time granularity

The role of time granularity
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Relationships between two multi-
tasked activities
 Which is most important? (Primary v. secondary)

 May drive other decisions

 Important context for the analyst

 Primary:  “the one you would be doing anyway”

 Primary  Active

 Active v. passive
 Active: “involving the deliberate use of one’s physical 

and/or mental faculties”

 It’s a continuum, not binary

 The same activity can vary over time in degree of 
activeness
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Are travel and waiting activities?

 They are distinctive in being interstitial, or 
transitional, between the “real” activities
 Waiting (temporal)

 Travel (spatio-temporal)

 We argue they should be considered activities
 They can be an end in themselves

 They invite other activities to be overlaid on them

 Choices regarding those overlaid (or interleaved) 
activities can affect choices about the travel, 
waiting, or target activity

A library of multitasking examples

Nature 
of pri-
mary
activity

Secondary activity type

Work Travel Leisure Shop-
ping

Mainten-
ance

Active

Pas-
sive

Waiting

 For each of 5 primary activity types:
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Travel
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75 examples
Work
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Shopping
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Maintenance
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Turning now to travel multitasking…

 We’re not 
just
interested 
in safety 
(distracted 
driving) 
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Rather (in addition), we’re interested 
in questions such as…
 Why do people (travel) multitask?

 Decrease the burden of disliked travel/activity

 Increase the pleasure of liked travel/activity

 Increase productivity

 Decrease time pressure

 Decrease (or increase) stress

 Reinforce self-identity

 For its own sake

 … and how do those diverse benefits interact 
with choices of activity, mode, etc.?

How does multitasking affect travel 
(and location) behavior?

 The desire to minimize travel time is a 
bedrock presumption underlying most 
transportation planning, policies, and models
 We assume people trade off time and money, and 

are willing to pay to reduce their travel time

 Monetization of travel time savings is by far the 
largest component of “benefit” in standard cost-
benefit analyses of proposed improvements

 But what if travel multitasking alters those 
calculations?
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 … make people less inclined to reduce their 
commuting distance?
 May be bad for sustainability – contribute to sprawl, 

resource consumption

 May improve quality of life – increase job, housing choices

Does travel multitasking …

 … make people less 
inclined to reduce their 
commuting distance?

 … offer a competitive 
advantage to transit?
 Some may prefer a 

longer transit commute 
to a shorter driving one, 
if they can use the time 
productively

-- at least for now??

Does travel multitasking …
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 … make people less inclined to reduce their 
commuting distance?
 May be bad for sustainability – contribute to sprawl, 

resource consumption

 May improve quality of life – increase job, housing choices

 … offer a competitive advantage to transit?
 Some may prefer a longer transit commute to a shorter 

driving one, if they can use the time productively

 … reduce the inclination to pay for travel time 
savings?
 Could wreak havoc with conventional cost-benefit analyses

Does travel multitasking …

We are investigating these topics

 Survey design 2010-2011 (following > 1 year 
of conceptual exploration)
 Paper version is a dense 14 pages!

 Major data collection effort in October/ 
November 2011, February 2012

 Focused on northern California commuters

 Choice-based sampling strategy
 Strict representativeness not as important as 

sample size and diversity (esp. in commute mode)
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Data collection

3 weeks of paper survey distribution (~3,000)

+  3 months of online surveys (~30 varieties)

+  6 months of data entry, filtering and conditioning

Mode-specific:
* SacRT
* Capital Corridor 

(Amtrak)
* BART
* Yolobus
* UCD & Bay Area 

carpoolers

Organization-
specific:
* Google
* Commuter Club
* UC Davis staff, 

students

Email blast:

* Infogroup

Mail blast:
* Random addres-

ses along the 
Amtrak corridor

Online panel:

* Survey Analytics

Sample description (N=2149)

38%

30%

16%

8%

8%
Mode choice

Driving alone

Transit

Shared ride

Bicycle

Rail**

*

38

Paper surveys = 22%

Females = 61% (N=2135)

Average car       (N=2136)

ownership = 2.07

Average
HH size = 2.67 (N=2142)

*    Bus, light rail, and metro rail (BART)
**  Commuter rail (Amtrak & Caltrain)
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Survey contents

A. Attitudes and personality
B. Multitasking attitudes
C. Time use expectations and preferences
D. Attitudes toward waiting
E. Perceptions of four commute modes
F. A recent commute trip (primary commute mode, 

and activities conducted during the commute)
G. “Internet Access On-the-Go”
H. Daily commute
I. Sociodemographic traits

→ more than 800 original variables

39

Questions addressed by the present 
study

 Do multitasking propensities and activities 
conducted while traveling have a measurable 
impact on mode choice?

 If so, can we quantify the contribution of 
multitasking to the adoption of more sustainable 
modes? 

40
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Multitasking-related 
explanatory variables

41

 General propensity 

(Part B)

 Mode-specific

perception (Part E)

 Propensity to use

multitasking enabler

(Part F)

Mode choice model
- explanatory variables (1)

42

Objective mode attributes

Variable Bicycle Rail Transit Shared 
ride

Driving 
alone

Headway, min

---
Total travel 
time, min ---
Monthly 
commuting 
cost, $ ---

Significance: --- < 1%
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Mode choice model
- explanatory variables (2)

43

Mode perceptions (generic variables)

Variable Bicycle Rail Transit Shared 
ride

Driving 
alone

Convenience
+ + +

Benefit/cost
+ + +

Comfort
+ + +

Ability to 
multitask + + +

Significance: +++ < 1%

Mode choice model
- explanatory variables (3)

44

Socioeconomic characteristics

Variable Bicycle Rail Transit Shared 
ride

Driving 
alone

Driver’s 
license ---
Female +++
Presence of 
children -- --
Income, $ --- ---

Significance: *** < 1% ** < 5%
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Mode choice model
- explanatory variables (4)

45

General attitudes

Variable Bicycle Rail Transit Shared 
ride

Driving 
alone

Pro-active 
modes +++ --
Necessity of 
travel --
Pro-transit

+++ +++
Multitasking 
propensity ++

Significance: *** < 1% ** < 5%

Mode choice model
- explanatory variables (5)

46

Ability to travel multitask

Variable Bicycle Rail Transit Shared 
ride

Driving 
alone

Propensity to use 
laptop/ tablet/ 
netbook + + +

Constants

Variable Bicycle Rail Transit
Shared 

ride
Driving 
alone

Constant --- +++ ---
Significance: *** < 1%
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Multitasking scenario testing

47

Bicycle Rail Transit
Shared 

ride
Driving 
alone

Saturation –7% +8% +17% –16% –12%

Original  shares 
(current sample) 0.08 0.08 0.30 0.16 0.38

Unavailability +1% –9% –1% +3% +1%

Percent change in sample mode shares given laptop availability
(usage) assumptions of saturation (= 1 for all) and 
unavailability (= 0 for all) for rail and transit

Summary and closing thoughts (1)
 The vast “landscape” of multitasking behaviors can 

be characterized first in terms of the two dimensions 
“share of time” and share of resources”,

 and second in terms of other dimensions, such as 
 passive/active nature of
 primary and secondary activities
 purpose of each activity
 type(s) of resources required
 motivation for multitasking
 and others

 This typology offers a systematic way of identifying 
the portion of the landscape addressed by any 
particular study

48
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Summary and closing thoughts (2)

 With respect to travel multitasking:
 Ability to MT (specifically through laptop usage) 

appears to account for a non-trivial slice of rail/bus 
transit’s mode share

 For this sample, rail (local transit) share would be 
9% (1%) lower if laptop usage not possible, and 
drive alone share would be 1% higher

 Further model refinements could change these 
numbers!

49

Summary and closing thoughts (3)

 Rail/transit’s competitive advantage may be 
short-lived, as driverless cars become a 
reality

 However, this approach offers a way to 
predict likely effects on mode choice (& later, 
trip generation) of the ability to use travel time 
productively

 More research is needed regarding 
population heterogeneity and other issues

50
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Different patterns of polychronicity 
preferences 
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